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Shakespeare's Tragic Ghosts:
Psychological Manifestations of Guilt
Abstract
In this paper, I attempt to prove that the ghosts in
Macbeth, Hamlet, and Julius Caesar are imagined apparitions
and that their appearances represent psychological
manifestations of a character's guilt.
1
In his tragedies, Macbeth, Hamlet, and Julius caesar,'
Shakespeare takes the plot of an established source,
Holinshed, Belleforest, and Plutarch respectively, and
effectively alters, deletes, or amends important scenes or
dialogues to depict characters in internal psychological
turmoil. Concerned more with characterization and motive
than historical accuracy, Shakespeare adapts his sources'
historical accounts into tightly structured tragedies that
portray men who eventually succumb to their overwhelming
guilt. Macbeth, Hamlet, and Brutus each contemplate
assassinating a King (or would-be King), and, after intense
introspection, each decides on action (or inaction).
However, Macbeth's murder of Duncan and Banquo, Brutus'
stabbing of Caesar, and Hamlet's failure to please his
father's ghost become obsessionp. Spiritually disabled by
affronts to his moral and ethical codes, each tragic figure
ultimately envisions a ghost of the individual he has
wronged. In Act I of each tragedy, Shakespeare establishes
a supernatural order which he successfully uses later in the
play to externalize a character's guilt or fear.
Shakespeare creates the ghosts of Banquo and Old Hamlet in
Macbeth and Hamlet and further defines the spirit's
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appearance to Brutus in Julius Caesar to manifest guilt and
provide self-knowledge. Marjorie Garber explains the
ghosts' significance: they "serve as catalysts for doubt,
guilt, and self-examination" (Ghosts 62). In this paper, I
will attempt to prove that the ghosts are imagined
apparitions and that their appearances represent
psychological manifestations of a character's guilt.
During the Elizabethan period, Protestant and Catholic
theologians disagreed on many points, one being the
existence of ghosts. Protestants Lewes Lavater and Reginald
Scot did not believe in ghosts, and Lavater attempted to
explain otherwise the Biblical incidents that Catholics
cited as proving the return of souls and the existence of
ghosts (West 48). Lavater strongly opposed the Catholic
concepts of purgatory and intercession of saints and claimed
that priests purposely fabricated tales of apparitions for
monetary gain (West 49). Scot agreed:
Whereby I gather, that if the protestants believe some
few lies, the papists believe a great number. This I
write, to show the imperfection of man, how attentive
our ears are to hearken to tales. (533)
However, even though both Lavater and Scot emphasized the
fallacy of old wives' tales concerning the return of souls
from purgatory, they did believe in deceitful demons who
sought to injure those they visit and had the power to
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appear in any spiritual or physical form, including ghosts
(West 50).
Although Catholics realized that the existence of
ghosts contradicted the natural order, they defended their
convictions about purgatory and the return of souls using
Holy writ to support their opinions. Pierre Le Loyer
defined a ghost as "a substance without a Bodie, the which
presenteth itselfe sensibly unto men, against the order and
course of nature, and maketh them afraid" (1). Like Le
Loyer, Noel Taillepied stressed that ghosts were real
visions, not fabricated imaginations or creations of greedy
priests: "But spirits have been seen by men, who are healthy
and well, sane in mind, unemotional, not prone to be
deceived, not deluded or sUffering from any hallucination"
(94). Taillepied also refuted Lavater's contentions: "This
protestant writer runs clean contrary to common sensei he
muddies and obscures any passage of authority which speaks
of the return of Spirits" (125). Like their Protestant
counterparts, Le Loyer and Taillepied asserted that demons
sometimes cunningly posed as ghosts, but they believed that
tests existed to determine the identity and purpose of the
supernatural visitors (West 50).
Elizabethan audiences were well aware of the divergent
Protestant and Catholic opinions concerning the existence of
ghosts. However, even though both the Protestant and
Catholic theologians denied the existence of passion ghosts
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such as necromantic, treasure guarding, and revenge ghosts,
Shakespeare's contemporaries assertively maintained the
existence of such spirits, who were "dramatic in mission and
circumstance":
This idea that the souls of the dead were swayed by
earthly passions . . . was one that persisted despite
the theologians and that was at the heart of occult
pneumatology on ghosts. (West 52)
H. Littledale details several of the accepted Elizabethan
notions concerning ghostly visitors: they come after
midnight, but they must depart before cockcrow, or "a
fearful summons will hurry them away"; they "walk usually
because of some reparation to be made, or foul play to be
disclosed"; they "are recognizable figures, in well-
remembered attire"; and they "will not speak unless they are
questioned, and then only to those for whom they have a
message" (534-35). Obviously, public beliefs concerning the
existence of ghosts sharply contradicted both Protestant and
Catholic views. In the ghost scenes of Macbeth, Hamlet, and
Julius Caesar, Shakespeare integrates theological opinion
and pUblic superstition in his creation of the revenge
ghosts, Banquo, Old Hamlet and Julius Caesar.
In each play, Shakespeare immediately establishes the
presence of an supernatural order, which later provides
Hamlet, Macbeth, and Brutus a possible and credible means of
perceiving their psychological fabrications to be actual
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ghosts. Hamlet opens with the sentries' relating of the
appearance of Old Hamlet's ghost and speculating on the
purpose of its visit. Marcellus comments on Horatio's
skepticism of the ghost's existence: "Horatio says 'tis but
our fantasy,/ And will not let belief take hold of him"
(I.i.23-24). Significantly, Hamlet is not the initial
discoverer of the ghost, and, therefore, by simple
reasoning, Old Hamlet's appearance in Act I can not be
interpreted as a psychological hallucination of Hamlet's
conscience. In fact, Hamlet does not learn of his father's
spirit until Horatio apprises him of it in I, ii.
Throughout the play, Horatio serves as the voice of reason
and balanced jUdgment, and, when he voices his conviction
that Old Hamlet's ghost is genuine, he confirms its
existence: "I might not this believe/ without the sensible
and true avouch/ Of mine eyes" (1. i. 56-58). In another
Elizabethan tragedy, The Atheist's Tragedy, Cyril Tourneur
verifies the existence of a ghost in a similar manner.
Although Charlemont sees Montferrers' ghost, he assumes it
to be "an idle apprehension, a vain dream" after questions
to a nearby musketeer concerning the spirit prove fruitless
(II.vi.61). However, the ghost reappears, and this time the
musketeer observes the spirit. Provided with a second
testimony of the ghost's existence, Charlemont alters his
view: "0 pardon me, my doubtful heart was slow/ To credit
that which I did fear to know" (II.vi.67-68). In both
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plays, a second's observation convinces a doubter of the
ghost's authenticity.
Horatio beseeches the "armor[ed]" visitor to explain
its purpose (I.i.60):
If there be any good thing to be done
That may to thee do ease, and grace to me,
Speak to me;
If thou art privy to thy country's fate,
Which, happily, foreknowing may avoid,
o speak;
Or if thou hast uphoarded in thy life
Extorted treasure in the womb of the earth,
. For which they say your spirits oft walk in death,
Speak of it, stay and speak. (I.i.130-138)
However, the cock crows, and the spirit exits without ever
speaking. Horatio's entreaties and the ghost's actions
closely correspond to the accepted Elizabethan
superstitions, and a contemporary Elizabethan audience would
have perceived Old Hamlet's ghost to be genuine. 2 Thus,
even before Hamlet encounters and converses with his
father's spirit, Shakespeare authenticates the ghost's
existence.
Old Hamlet's ghost divulges Claudius' horrible deed and
beseeches Hamlet "if [he] didst ever love [his] dear father"
to "revenge his foul and most unnatural murder" (I.v.23,
25). The ghost equates Hamlet's love for his father with
avenging his murder. However, the spirit insists that
Hamlet obey certain significant instructions:
Let not the royal bed of Denmark be
A couch for luxury and damned incest.
But howsomever thou pursuest this act,
Taint not thy mind nor let thy soul contrive
against thy mother aught. Leave her to heaven
7
(1.v.82-86)
Although Hamlet senses the veracity of the ghost's account,
he remains wary of its intentions and waits until he can
confirm Claudius' guilt before he acts. Similarly, in
Macbeth, both Macbeth and Banquo are initially puzzled by
the witches' "prophetic greeting" (1. iii. 78), and they even
jokingly banter about their projected futures. However, the
announcement of Macbeth's ascension to the title of Thane of
Cawdor fulfills the second part of the witches' prophecy and
confirms their prophetic powers. Fueled by ardent greed,
Macbeth misinterprets the witches' prophecies and selects
his murderous course of action.
In Macbeth's supernatural world, three witches sense an
opportunity for mischief as indicated in their apparent
contradiction: "Fair is foul, and foul is fair" (I.i.ll).
This oxymoronic expression foreshadows the constant duality
inherent in nature, man, and especially Macbeth's mind.
Appropriately, Macbeth's first words on stage echo the
witches' contradiction: "So foul and fair a day I have not
seen" (I.iii.38). Banquo, Macbeth's intimate friend and
voice of reason, first notices the witches and questions
them about their designs. By acknowledging the witches'
presence, Banquo, like Horatio, provides credence to the
supernatural's authenticity and dispels any notion that the
witches' appearance is a result of Macbeth's imagination.
Ever the skeptic, Banquo quickly suspects the witches'
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prophecies and intentions:
· . . My noble partner
You greet with the present grace and great prediction
Of noble having and of royal hope,
That he seems rapt withal. (I.iii.54-57)
The doubting Banquo describes a musing Macbeth "rapt" in the
prophecies, an overt sign of Macbeth's ability to succumb to
temptation (Von Rosador 47), and he becomes "rapt" with the
fantasies he has been trying to repress (Paris 155). Hamlet
also represses ignoble thoughts, but his father's spirit
confirms his suspicions: "0 my prophetic soul!/ My uncle!"
(I.v.40-41). However, with Horatio's influential guidance,
Hamlet's "Be thou a spirit of health or goblin damned"
questions the ghost's motives, and he decides not to act
until he verifies the ghost's assertions (I.iv.40). In
contrast, Macbeth takes the witches' simple predictions of
future events and fashions them to suit his own needs.
While Banquo views the witches as evil tempters, Macbeth
perceives them to be "supernatural soliciting" and beckoning
him toward action (I.iii.130). Ignorant of the witches'
evil intentions, Macbeth determinedly expedites the
prophecies' fulfillment and commences his heinous crimes.
In Julius Caesar, the supernatural elements in
Shakespeare's tragic play world present themselves in the
form of prophetic admonitions, which several characters,
like Macbeth, manipulate to serve their personal
aspirations. The soothsayer warns Caesar to "Beware the
ides of March" (I.ii.18). Before he ventures to the Senate,
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Caesar receives another prophetic warning in the form of his
wife Calphurnia's horribly graphic dreams of his demise.
Though he initially concurs with his wife's desires that he
remain safe at home, Caesar is easily manipulated by Decius
into a different interpretation of the dream and disregards
his wife's pleas. Unaware of the conspiracy against him,
Caesar ignores the pessimistic warnings and accepts Decius'
appeal to his vanity instead. When both prophecies are
fUlfilled, the existence of a supernatural element is
verified.
In I, iii, Casca attempts to grasp a positive logical
explanation for the supernatural events taking place in
Rome. He tries to hypothesize with Cicero, but Cicero keeps
his feet firmly planted on earth and declares no desire to
interpret the bizarre occurrences:
Indeed it is a strange-disposed time.
But men may construe things after their fashion,
Clean from the purpose of the things themselves.
(1. iii. 33-35)
Cicero understands but resists man's desire to interpret
events to fit his own needs. Like Macbeth, Cassius grasps
an interpretation that fits his ambitious desires:
... why, you shall find
That heaven hath infused them with these spirits
To make them instruments of fear and warning
Unto some monstrous state. (I.iii.68-71)
For Cassius, the "monstrous state" is both the current
political condition and the confused human soul.
Shakespeare presents Macbeth, Hamlet, and Brutus as
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three confused human souls, powerful men overwhelmed by
their internal conflicts between allegiance to personal
codes and temptation. Although Macbeth, Hamlet, and Brutus
are prodded into action by Lady Macbeth, Old Hamlet's ghost,
and Cassius respectively, each maintains his own personal
motive for his course of action: Macbeth is fueled by
personal ambition, Hamlet is driven by revenge, and Brutus
is prompted by his misguided idealism. Like his tragic
counterparts, Brutus admits to previously entertaining
repressed thoughts as he contemplates deposing Caesar: "How
I have thought of this" (I.ii.164). Like Macbeth, Brutus
processes erroneous information and temptations in his
imagination and manufactures a seemingly logical course of
action.
Realizing Brutus' participation to be critical for the
conspiracy's success, cassius strives to prompt Brutus to
act:
And since you know you cannot see yourself
So well as by your reflection, I, your glass,
will modestly discover to yourself
That of yourself which you yet know not of.
(L ii. 67-70)
Aware that Brutus is vulnerable to deception by his "glass"
(Garber, Age 190), Cassius intentionally distorts his
reflection to persuade the "noble" Brutus to alter his inner
"mettle":
Well, Brutus, thou art noble; yet I see
Thy honorable mettle may be wrought
From that it is disposed. Therefore it is meet
That noble minds keep ever with their likes;
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For who so firm cannot be seduced? (I.ii.305-309)
Brutus claims he can only see himself in the reflection of
others: "For the eye sees not itself/ But by reflection, by
some other things" (I.ii.52-53). By depending on others'
reflections, Brutus never works through the issues and falls
victim to false reflections. In contrast, Macbeth remains
aware of what his mirror Banquo reflects, and Hamlet sees
through the masks of Ophelia, Polonius, Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern.
While Macbeth and Hamlet firmly comprehend the possible
consequences of their actions, Brutus consistently fails to
realistically perceive the reflection of others or
contemplate the future. The conspirators formulate their
plan only for the present and never consider its future
impact. Although he can envision Caesar's future
shortcomings, Brutus never attempts to picture a Rome
without Caesar. Even though he can not recall any reasons
why Caesar should be destroyed, Brutus imagines the possible
consequences if Caesar "would be crowned" (II. i.12) :
It is the bright day that brings forth the adder,
And that craves wary walking. Crown him that,
And then I grant we put a sting in him
That at his will he may do danger with. (II.i.14-17)
Searching for Caesar's possible negative changes in the
future, Brutus "fashion[s] it thus" (II.i.30), making Caesar
into a venomous serpent to arrive at his predetermined goal
(Vawter, "Fashion" 215). Brutus fears Caesar's becoming an
overpowering autocrat or king, words he can not bear to say.
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From the outset, Cassius metaphorically remarks about
Brutus' poor eyesight, noting that many Romans "wished that
noble Brutus had his eyes" (1. ii. 62). Throughout Julius
Caesar, Brutus professes his first priority to be the
"general good" and continually places Rome above himself
(1. ii. 85), a blind devotion to honor that eventually leads
to his downfall. He explains to the masses that he killed
Caesar not because he "loved Caesar less," but because he
"loved Rome more" (II1.ii.20, 21). In Plutarch's account,
Brutus' "friends and countrymen" sent him "many bills" to
"openly call and procure him to do that he did" (119). By
having Cassius send Brutus false letters, Shakespeare alters
his source's text to further indicate Brutus' poor judgment.
cassius makes continual appeals to Brutus' vanity, much in
the manner that Decius persuaded Caesar:
'Brutus,' and 'Caesar.' What should be in that
'Caesar'?
Why should that name be sounded more than yours? .
'Brutus' will start a spirit as soon as 'Caesar.'
(I.ii.142-43, 147)
Brutus fails to see in depth the parallels Cassius creates
between the "spirit" of "Caesar" and "Brutus.,,3 If he
leads the conspiracy and kills Caesar, Brutus will replace
Caesar in name and position. After Brutus' funeral oration,
the Plebeians fulfill this prediction: "Caesar's better
parts/ Shall be crowned in Brutus" (III.ii.50-51). The
assumption that Caesar will accept the "crown" instigates
the conspirators to action. Although Brutus would
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resolutely refuse, the masses will hand him the "crown" as
readily as they would have Caesar.
Realizing the necessity of Brutus' support for a
successful acceptance of their scheme, the conspirators let
Brutus have the final word in decisions for their plan.
Brutus fails to perceive the true reasons behind their
acquiescence and believes their submissions to be
acceptances of his idealistic recommendations. During the
conspiracy's organization, Brutus denies Cicero entrance
into the conspiracy because "he will never follow anything/
That other men begin" (II.i.151-52). Although he is
initially a follower, once in the pUlpit, Brutus transforms
from a follower to a leader, much like what he feared from
Cicero. Prior to Caesar's death, Brutus never initiates any
discussion himself and opts to express his ideas only in
response to others' suggestions. As leader, Brutus reverses
the process and initiates discussion, and his colleagues
respond. Ignoring Cassius' warning, Brutus asserts himself
and allows Antony to both live and give a speech at Caesar's
funeral, the conspiracy's "two great faults" in Plutarch's
opinion (129). Brutus's idealism and authority are too
overpowering for Cassius, and Brutus behaves like the
autocrat he so despises: "He saves Antony, as he murders
Caesar, thinking too much of Brutus--his own reputation, his
own style--and this distracts his own jUdgment and corrupts
it" (Honigmann 33). The conspirators established the
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pattern of yielding to Brutus' desires, and, like Lady
Macbeth, they must follow the monster they created. Like
Macbeth and Hamlet, Brutus internalizes his problems and
becomes the "poor Brutus, with himself at war": "I turn the
trouble of my countenance/ Merely upon myself" (I.ii.46, 38-
39). Although Brutus may be aware of his inner turmoil, he
does not fUlly comprehend its mechanics or process. Unlike
Macbeth's ordeal with his ambitious desires and imagination,
Brutus neglects to see the reality of himself or others
until it is too late.
For Macbeth, the prophecies prove too tempting, and he
contemplates the possibilities of claiming the crown.
However, his thoughts exceed the accepted boundaries of the
warrior's moral code, and he displays his inability to
confront the horror of his imagination:
. Present fears
Are less than horrible imag1n1ngs.
My thought, whose murder yet is but fantastical,
Shakes so my single state of man that function
Is smothered in surmise and nothing is
But what is not. (I.iii.136-41)
Macbeth is a soldier, a man of action, not a man of thought.
As a soldier, he acts; as a thinker, he is tortured. When
he directly affronts his moral code, Macbeth externalizes
his guilt-ridden conscience in the form of graphic
supernatural hallucinations. For Macbeth, either performing
a deed or contemplating a deed can produce a sYmbolic
vision. with the natural route to the crown seemingly
obstructed with Duncan's naming of Malcolm as his legal
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heir, Macbeth once again experiences the "horrible
imaginings":
Let not light see my black and deep desires.
The eye wink at the hand; yet let that be
Which the eye fears, when it is done, to see.
(Liv.51-53)
The fantasies challenge Macbeth's ethical code, and he
attempts to suppress his "deep desires." In a world laden
with contradiction, Macbeth hopes that thought and action
can be segregated, and that the eye will not see what the
hand does.
In Holinshed's historical account, Duncane, "so soft
and gentle of nature" (488), was a weak monarch whose
ineptness in controlling the kingdom led to constant
political and social turmoil. By portraying Duncan as a
competent, well-liked ruler, Shakespeare emphasizes the
monstrosity of Macbeth's act, and Macbeth experiences more
graphic visions:
So clear in his great office ..• [Duncan's] virtues
will plead like angels • • •
And pity, like a naked new-born babe
Striding the blast, or heaven's cherubin horsed
Upon the sightless couriers of the air,
Shall blow the horrid deed in every eye
That tears shall drown in the wind. (I.vii.18-25)
Macbeth realizes that he has "no spur to prick the sides of
[his] intent" except "vaulting ambition" (I. vii. 26-27) .
While Brutus fails realistically to ponder the Plebeians
reaction to Caesar's murder, Macbeth views the "horrid deed"
in full rational light and perceives the pUblic outrage
regicide will generate. Macbeth knows that he can replace
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Duncan as king in title only, not in pUblic admiration and
respect. Murdering Duncan, his king, cousin and guest,
contradicts the accepted societal and heavenly codes of
honor. Although he acknowledges the lack of justification
for Duncan's murder and fears earthly retribution, Macbeth,
aided by Lady Macbeth's urging, moves from imaginative
thought to real action. However, prior to committing his
"horrid deed," Macbeth encounters an uncorrupted Banquo
whose "bosom franchised and allegiance clear" remind Macbeth
of the ideals a true warrior should possess (II.i.28).
After Banquo departs, Macbeth's monstrous aspirations summon
a grotesque apparition:
Is this a dagger I see before me,
The handle toward my hand? Come, let me clutch thee!
I have thee not, and yet I see thee still.
Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible
To feeling as to sight? or art thou but
A dagger of the mind, a false creation. (II.i.33-38)
Murdering Duncan in his sleep, his most helpless and
innocent state, opposes the soldier's code of behavior. As
he kills Duncan, Macbeth imagines a voice: "Methought I
heard a voice cry 'Sleep no more!/ Macbeth does murder
sleep "' (II. ii. 34-35). "Horrible imaginings" become graphic
hallucinations. Macbeth dreads earthly retribution and
realizes that others' suspicions will prevent sleep from
being a safe haven. Constantly grasping at future images
and acknowledged fears, Macbeth's imagination produces
visions or sounds, such as the dagger, the voice in Duncan's
chamber, and Banquo's ghost, mere reflections of his
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previously stated anxieties and his cognizance of
information provided earlier in the play. His intensity of
guilt for contradicting his moral and ethical codes "finds
release only in the creation of a phantasmagoric world of
visions and images, which, through the central acts of the
play, overwhelms the simpler, more restricted, soldierly
world in which his ambitions are pursued" (Morris 48).
still, the apparition is not enough to dissuade him from
executing the "horrid deed," and the dagger of the mind
becomes a dagger in the hand.
While Macbeth and Brutus quickly move toward an ideal
future that continually recedes before them, Hamlet
reluctantly advances into a future that leaves an ideal
world behind (Calderwood, Macbeth 110). Believing he has
inherited a contaminated world, Hamlet assumes the burden
for its disarray: "The time is out of joint. 0 cursed spite/
That ever I was born to set it right!" (I.v.188-89). By
attempting to rectify the world's ailments, Hamlet strays
from his promise of a quick revenge:
Haste me to know't, that, I, with wings as swift
As meditation or the thoughts of love,
May sweep to my revenge. (I.v.29-31)
Although Hamlet avers that he for the ghost's "commandment
all alone shall live" (I.v.102), he neglects the immediacy
of his assigned mission. In contrast, both Laertes and
Fortinbras quickly formulate plans to exact revenge for
their fathers' deaths. In Belleforest's account, Claudius'
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involvement in Old Hamlet's death was pUblicly known:
"Fengon, having secretly assembled certain men . . • slewe
[his brother Horvendile] . . . traitorously" (186-87).
Since Fengon's actions were readily accepted by the
courtiers, Hamblet "counterfeit[s] the mad man with such
craft and subtill practises" to ensure his own survival
(193). In Shakespeare's play, Claudius performs his "horrid
deed" in stealth, and the public remains ignorant of
Claudius' acts of regicide and usurpation. Shakespeare
creates the supernatural appearance of Old Hamlet's ghost to
inform Hamlet of his father's murder and to stir him into
action.
However, rather than promptly selecting a course of
action, Hamlet becomes brooding and introspective. Although
he muses on possible methods of exacting his revenge, Hamlet
delays until he can resolutely "catch the conscience of the
king" and verify the ghost's intent (II.ii.591). In his
creation of a theatrical rendering of the ghost's account,
Hamlet "invents a scheme of great plausibility to test the
validity of the ghost and the ghost's orders," much like the
tests suggested by Le Loyer and Taillepied. However, Hamlet
recognizes that "his scheme is a delaying tactic," and he
"berates himself for his own vacillation" (Austin 87): "And
enterprises of great pitch and moment/ . . . lose the name
of action" (III.i.86, 88). Even though his ruse effectively
confirms his suspicions, Hamlet refuses to kill Claudius at
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his first opportunity:
• . . and am I then revenged,
To take him in the purging of his soul,
When he is fit and seasoned for his passage?
No. (III.iii.84-87)
Knowing that his father's spirit is "doomed for a certain
term to walk the night" (I.v.10), Hamlet remains determined
to have Claudius endure the same punishment and resists
slaying him while "purging." Instead, he sprints to his
mother's bed chamber in a frenzy, and when the "intruding
fool" Polonius stirs behind the arras, Hamlet kills him
mistaking him for the king.
Hamlet's refusal to kill Claudius and his thrust
through the arras have nothing to do with his task's
objective (Cohen 107). Continually mentally sidetracked,
Hamlet ignores the ghost's parting words: "Remember me"
(I.v.91). Through the first three acts, Hamlet does
everything but "remember" the ghost's orders and guidelines.
Even prior to his encounter with the ghost, Hamlet expresses
his disgust with his mother's hasty remarriage: "Frailty,
thy name is woman" (I.ii.146). Hamlet feels genuinely
betrayed by her, most directly by her lack of sympathy for
him (Kirsch 28). When the ghost departs in Act I, Hamlet
promptly exhibits his neglect of the ghost's instruction to
"leave [his mother] to heaven." Although he insists that
his sole objective is avenging his father's murder, Hamlet
first assails not the "smiling, damned villain" Claudius,
but his mother: "0 most pernicious woman!" (I.v.10G, 105).
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After accidentally slaying Polonius, Hamlet finally lashes
out at his mother in an intense verbal tirade, and after
Gertrude's third desperate plea that Hamlet speak "no more"
(III.iv.l02), the ghost reappears.
Even though the ghost in Act I is an actual
supernatural being, the ghost in Act III is a fabrication of
Hamlet's conscience. Not only has Hamlet doubted the intent
of his father's spirit, but he has delayed and ignored the
ghost's specific instructions. For the introspective
Hamlet, the enormity of his inaction crescendos into a
graphic hallucination on a par with Macbeth's imaginary
visions. In the Elizabethan tragedy The White Devil, John
Webster offers a comparable scene in which Francisco
deliberately creates his sister's ghost:
To fashion my revenge more seriously,
Let me remember my dead sister's face:
Call for her picture: no; I'll close my eyes,
And in a melancholic thought I'll frame
[Enter Isabella's Ghost]
Her figure 'fore me. Now I ha't--how strong
Imagination works! How can she frame
Things which are not! Methinks she stands afore me;
And by the quick idea of my mind,
Were my skill pregnant, I could draw her picture.
Thought, as a subtle juggler, makes us deem
Things supernatural, which have cause
Common as sickness. 'Tis my melancholy (IV.ii.98-109)
Comprehending the power of his imagination, Francisco
recalls Isabella's "picture" to help him "fashion [his]
revenge more seriously." Similarly, Hamlet asks Gertrude to
look upon a "picture" of Old Hamlet as a means of setting up
a "glass" for her to "see the inmost part" of her delusions
21
(III.iv.54, 20, 21). Since Hamlet summons his father first
in description, then in picture, and finally in actual
appearance, the progression depicts Hamlet's unconscious
conjuring of his father to help him "fashion [his] revenge
more seriously" (Cohen 106).
When Old Hamlet's ghost appears, Hamlet acknowledges
his failure to fulfill the ghost's orders:
Do you not come your tardy son to chide,
That, lapsed in time and passion, lets go by
Th' important acting of your dread command?
(III. iv.107-109)
Appropriately, the imaginary ghost's first words to the
"tardy son" echo the parting words of the actual ghost: "Do
not forget" (III.iv.ll1). Realizing that he has doubted the
ghost's intent, delayed in exacting his revenge and verbally
tormented his mother, Hamlet recreates his father's ghost in
graphic form to remind himself of his important task:
• • . This visitation
Is but to whet thy almost blunted purpose
But look, amazement in thy mother sits.
0, step between her and her fighting soul!
(III. iV.111-114)
Having ignored Old Hamlet's spirit's instructions and not
left his mother to heaven, Hamlet experiences a profound
guilt which manifests itself in a symbolic hallucination.
Unlike the ghost of Act I, the ghost in Act III can only be
seen by Hamlet. Although ghosts can selectively appear,
Shakespeare provides important dialogue in Hamlet, Macbeth
and Julius Caesar to define the ghost's non-existence.
Unable to see the ghost, Gertrude draws attention to its
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origin: "This is the very coinage of your brain" (III.iv.
138). Although Hamlet believes in the authenticity of his
hallucination and Old Hamlet's further prompting, Hamlet
still moves toward revenge more by natural circumstance than
by initiative, and his ultimate revenge results more from a
spontaneous reaction than an elaborate plan.
While Hamlet never formulates an actual plan for
revenge, Macbeth refuses to allow his criminal actions to
make Banquo's descendants the next line of kings. While
Holinshed's Banquho assisted in Duncane's murder,
Shakespeare's Banquo remains firm to his ideals and
contentedly lets the prophecies play themselves out. 4
Shakespeare's important change serves to remind a criminal
Macbeth of the ethical codes that he discarded:
And to that dauntless temper of his mind
He hath a wisdom that doth guide his valor
To act in safety. (III.i.52-54)
Macbeth deems Banquo to be a threat and attempts to outwit
the prophecies by plotting Banquo's assassination.
Macbeth's imagination quickly grasps his reason's
fallacy and creates the horrific vision of Banquo's ghost.
Holinshed makes no reference to the appearance of a ghost. 5
Shakespeare created the ghost as a means of manifesting
Macbeth's guilt. Macbeth's important first words, an
attempt to plead his innocence to the ghost, indicate the
neverending presence of Macbeth's guilt: "Thou canst not say
I did it" (III.iv.50). Ironically, Macbeth himself invited
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the ghost to the feast: "Let your remembrance apply to
Banquoi/ Present him both with eye and tongue" (III.ii.30-
31). Once again, Macbeth's deep guilt manifests itself in
the form of a psychologically fabricated apparition based on
previously acknowledged information: "His throat is cut"
(III.iv.16). "Thou are the best 0' th' cut-throats"
indicates Macbeth's awareness of the specifics in Banquo's
death (III.iv.17), and he appropriately envisions a
physically mutilated ghost that shakes its "gory locks" and
remains mute (III.iv.51). For Macbeth, his mirror now
reflects his complete dismemberment of the warrior's ideals
and code.
Like Gertrude, neither Lady Macbeth nor the Lords can
see the ghastly apparition, further indication that the
ghost is a product of Macbeth's imagination. Lady Macbeth
also acknowledges the ghost to be an illusion by paralleling
the ghost with Macbeth's previous vision of the dagger:
This is the very painting of your fear.
This is the air-drawn dagger which you said
Led you to Duncan. (III.iv.61-63)
As with the dagger, Macbeth's desperate plea "Hence,
horrible shadow!/ Unreal mock'ry, hence!" causes the ghost
to disappear (III.iv.106-07). Though Lady Macbeth attempts
to save the banquet, her actions are fruitless. Macbeth
knows that now every man will be wary of him and perceives
that he must separate reality from illusion:
My strange and self-abuse
Is the initiate of fear that wants hard use.
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We are yet but young in deed. (III.iv.142-44)
In the past, contemplating his murderous intentions only
evoked "horrible imaginings." Past the point of no return,
he will attempt to bypass thought and in the future act on
impulse instead (Paris 172): "strange things I have in the
head, that will to hand,/ Which must be acted ere they may
be scanned" (III.iv.139-40). In essence, he seeks to
destroy his imagination: "The very firstlings of my heart
shall bel the firstlings of my hand" (IV.i.147-48). From
this point on, Macbeth kills without remorse, and his
imagination ceases to create graphic, haunting visions.
In contrast to Hamlet and Macbeth who can resolutely
picture the king they depose, Brutus convinces himself of
Caesar's flaws and attempts to portray him as a domineering
autocrat:
But 'tis common proof
That lowliness is young ambition's ladder,
Whereto the climber upward turns his face;
But when one attains the upmost round
He then unto the ladder turns his back,
Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degrees
By which he did ascend. So Caesar may. (II.i.21-27)
When he reaches the ladder's "upmost round," Brutus "turns
his back" on Cassius and charges him with corrupting all
that the conspiracy worked for: "Shall we now/ Contaminate
our fingers with base bribes" (IV.iii.23-24). Brutus'
idealism leads him to make several gross miscalculations and
appear at times self-righteous (Palmer 138). He attacks
cassius to the point that Cassius "could weep/ My spirit
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from mine eyes!" (IV.iii.99-100). Listening to Cassius'
words of despair, Brutus stops his verbal attack, and, after
their reconciliation, speaks his mind: "0 Cassius, I am sick
of many griefs (IV.iii.144). Cassius reminds Brutus of his
adherence to stoicism: "Of your philosophy you make no use I
If you give place to accidental evils" (IV.iii.145-46).
Brutus masks his true emotions and displays his stoic honor:
"No man bears sorrow better" (IV. iii. 147). Though Brutus
maintains a public front in his display of emotion,
internally, he honestly peers into the mirror for the first
time and begins to comprehend the errant course he has
chosen.
Shakespeare provides another sYmbolic scene to further
indicate Brutus' prior blindness and his later honest
vision: Brutus discovers a misplaced book in his pocket and
apologizes to Lucius for the scolding he previously gave him
(IV.iii.252-255). Lucius accepts the apology and begins to
play his instrument. Like Macbeth unable to enjoy sleep,
Brutus sits down and reads. Meanwhile, Lucius has fallen
asleep. This scene parallels another scene between Lucius
and Brutus earlier in the play in which Brutus, addressing
Lucius' sleeping form, draws attention to the possible
"fantasies" "in the brains of men":
Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of slumber.
Thou hast no figures nor no fantasies
Which busy care draws in the brains of men;
Therefore thou sleep'st so sound. (II.i.230-32)
While Lucius enjoys "the honey-heavy dew of slumber" and
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"sleep'st so sound," Brutus encounters a "murd'rous slumber"
(IV.iii.267), a sleep tormented by his guilty conscience.
Brutus acknowledges men's susceptibility to "figures" and
"fantasies" in their mind, and, as in Plutarch, a ghastly
apparition appears. Shakespeare invented Lucius and devised
these parallel scenes to signify the ghost as Brutus'
psychologically fabricated illusion.
Brutus is wary that the ghost may be an illusion:
Ha, who comes here?
I think it is the weakness of mine eyes
That shapes this monstrous apparition. (IV.iii.275-277)
Though he believes the ghost to be a creation of his eyes, Brutus
still attempts to justify its existence by questioning his men,
none of whom has seen it. Shakespeare uses Lucius' semi-
conscious comment, "The strings, my lord, are false"
(IV.iii.291), to draw attention to Brutus' "horrible imaginings."
Brutus desperately yearns to repudiate his vision, and his fears
of a "monstrous apparition" echo Cassius' earlier view of the
"monstrous state" of Rome's political condition and the confused
human soul. While Plutarch refers to the ghost only as "thy evil
spirit, Brutus" and leaves its identity ambiguous (145),
Shakespeare's stage directions define the ghost to be in Caesar's
image. Shakespeare purposely specifies the ghost as Caesar to
further indicate that Brutus' "evil spirit" has fashioned himself
to resemble the authoritarian Caesar whose death he justified.
Brutus has been "infused" with the "spirits" of Caesar, a
revelation too "monstrous" for him to fathom.
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Plutarch's Brutus promptly told Cassius of his vision of an
"evil spirit," and Cassius offered a logical explanation:
Our senses being credulous . . . are induced to imagine
they see and conjecture that which in truth do not.
. your wits and senses having been overlaboured do
easilier yield to such imaginations. (145-46)
In Plutarch, Cassius argues that Brutus' vision is a figment
of his imagination. Though he concurs, Shakespeare
elaborates on Cassius' reasoning and utilizes the ghost as a
means of manifesting Brutus' guilt. Having been reminded by
Cassius of his inconsistency with his honorable and stoic
ideals, Shakespeare's Brutus endures his ghastly vision in
private to preserve his pUblic image. He remains the "poor
Brutus, with himself at war," and continues to turn his
stoic "countenance" upon himself, ultimately slaying himself
as he slew Caesar.
Like Brutus, Hamlet and Macbeth experience
psychological turmoil because they contradict their moral
codes. Prompted to contemplate assassinating an autocrat,
each tragic figure selects an errant course of action and
ultimately manifests his guilt in the form of a graphic
supernatural hallucination. Building on popular pUblic
beliefs in the supernatural, Shakespeare carefully
structures scenes and dialogue to define a ghost either as
genuine or as a psychological manifestation of a character's
guilt. Although real ghosts can select their aUdience,
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Shakespeare's tragic ghosts have been selected by tortured
minds, thus providing the audience with insight into Brutus,
Hamlet and Macbeth through a visible embodiment of their
internalized guilt.
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Endnotes
1. Act, scene, and line citations for Macbeth, Hamlet, and Julius
Caesar are from William Shakespeare: The complete Works listed in
the Works Consulted.
2. Several critics assume Old Hamlet's ghost to be a demon in
disguise who cunningly lures Hamlet to commit regicide. In this
paper, I am not concerned with the spirit's identity or actual
intent. Instead, I want to focus on Hamlet's perception of the
ghost and his significant shift from initial doubt to the play-
within-the-play validity test to his sense of failing his father's
requests and commands.
3. According to Bartlett's Concordance to Shakespeare, twenty-one
references are made to the word "spirit" throughout the play.
Ironically, in the end, after attempting to kill Caesar's spirit,
both cassius and Brutus realize that Caesar's spirit will live on.
4. Shakespeare probably removed Banquo' s participation in the
murder due to his being an ancestor of King James. However, by
having Banquo remain firm to the warrior's ideals, Shakespeare
provides Macbeth with more stimuli for his psychological war.
5. In Holinshed, Banquho's participation in the murder of a king
made him a target for God's divine providence. In Shakespeare,
Banquo remains pure. Macbeth's murder of an uncorrupted Banquo is
more apt to produce a ghost than Banquho' s, because Banquho' s
murder can be justified in God's eyes.
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coming of Age
in "seventeen Syllables" and Other stories
Abstract
In this paper, I analyze Yamamoto's changes in her
writing style and in her approach to the sUbject matter as
indications of the Nisei's assimilation into American society.
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In "Seventeen Syllables" and other stories, Hisaye
Yamamoto unveils an assortment of short stories. By
immersing themselves in the collection, readers participate
with Yamamoto and her characters in experiencing life as a
Japanese-American. As King-Kok Cheung illustrates,
Japanese-Americans share a common social-cultural awareness:
Several themes . . . recur in her work: the interaction
among various ethnic groups in the American West, the
relationship between Japanese immigrants and their
children, and the uneasy adjustment of the Issei in the
New World,' especially the constrictions experienced
by Japanese American women. 2
In each of her stories, Yamamoto depicts a small slice of
Japanese-American life, social-cultural commentaries
predominantly narrated from a female, Japanese-American
perspective.
The collection spans forty years and appears to fall
into three distinct time periods: 1948-1952, 1960-1961, and
1979-1987. In each period, Yamamoto composed stories
depicting Nisei children, their exposure to the adult world
of their parents, and their response to their new
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experience: "Seventeen Syllables" (1949) and "Yoneko's
Earthquake" (1951) in the first section; "Las Vegas Charley"
(1961) in the second; and "My Father Can Beat Muhammad Ali"
(1986) and "A Day in Little Tokyo" (1986) in the third. In
each successive period, Yamamoto changes her style of
writing and her approach to the sUbject matter. The changes
indicate the assimilation of the Nisei into American
society. Her settings move from the isolated rural to the
populated urban. Her writing style shifts from "buried
plots" of which her child protagonists remain ignorant to
more overt scenarios in which they possess a deeper
perception of life. 3 Her characters change from portrayals
of children who have no comprehension of the world outside
themselves to children who have an awareness of the larger
world.
"Seventeen Syllables," the key story in Yamamoto's
collection, explores many of her basic themes: a child's
coming of age, a mother's discontent with her assigned role,
and the conflict between Issei parents and their Nisei
children. By analyzing "Seventeen Syllables" in depth,
Yamamoto's style and characterizations in similar stories
can be better understood.
In "Seventeen Syllables," a young female adolescent
experiences a sexual awakening, an initiation into adult
life. Rosie Hayashi, a Nisei teen with an American first
name, discovers her sexuality through an intimate encounter
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with Jesus Carrasco, the son of the Mexican family hired to
assist with the harvest on the Hayashi's farm. During the
summer, the two teens become good friends and challenge each
other to several childish races and contests. Eventually,
Jesus plays on Rosie's naivete and lures her to the quiet
packing shed by promising to share a "secret." Instead of
secret words, Jesus' lips deliver a kiss, for Rosie an
introduction to a secret world that she never knew existed.
After Jesus kisses her, Rosie "fell for the first time
entirely victim to a helplessness delectable beyond
speech. ,,4 Unable to comprehend her new discovery, Rosie
can not articulate her inner feelings: "Her vocabulary had
become distressingly constricted and she thought desperately
that all that remained intact now was yes and no and oh, and
even these few sounds would not easily out" (14). To avoid
her parents' detection of her secret tryst, she sprints home
and quickly reassumes her normal evening activities. In the
bath, she savors her experience, and refrains from searching
for its deeper meaning: "She was possessed by the notion
that any attempt now to analyze would result in spoilage and
she believed that the larger her volume the less she would
be able to hear herself think" (15).
Yamamoto's use of the buried plot further demonstrates
Rosie's inability to accurately perceive the mechanics of
the adult world. Though the story is narrated in the third
person, the situation is presented mostly from Rosie's
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perspective. Just as she was ignorant of Jesus' actual
designs, Rosie fails to see the increasing tension between
her parents. Rosie's view of the world is limited, and the
readers must search between Rosie's observations to fully
understand the inherent problems in her parents'
relationship.
Mrs. Hayashi's intense interest in writing and
discussing haiku has "some repercussions on the household
routine" (9). Mr. Hayashi finds himself playing solitaire
or segregated into the non-literary discussion group. Left
to entertain the "motionless and unobtrusive" Mrs. Hayano by
himself (10), Mr. Hayashi eventually grows irritated and
announces his imminent departure. Though Mrs. Hayashi
profusely apologizes for her negligence, the seeds of
marital dissent have been planted. One day, the haiku
editor of the Mainichi Shimbun visits the farm and presents
Mrs. Hayashi with a contest award. Mrs. Hayashi and the
editor leave the fields for an indoor discussion of poetry
and a cup of tea. When his wife refuses to immediately
return to labor in the fields, Mr. Hayashi explodes and
proceeds to mutilate and burn the award. Mrs. Hayashi's
inattention to her husband and her domestic responsibilities
prompt Mr. Hayashi to forcefully and bitterly act. In a
private interview, Yamamoto expresses an understanding of
Mr. Hayashi's actions:
"But I didn't think I was being vicious toward the
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husband, because he was only acting the way he'd been
brought up to act, the way men were supposed to be."s
Regardless of any explanations for her father's actions,
Rosie, once again confronted by the adult world, attempts to
ignore its reality: "'I am dreaming'" (18).
From the story's outset, Rosie exhibits her lack of
interest in the adult world: "Rosie pretended to understand
it [her mother's poem] thoroughly and appreciate it to no
end" (8). stan Yogi explains the communication gap between
mother and daughter:
Although Mrs. Hayashi seeks to convey the beauty of her
hobby, an absence of genuine communication between the
two women occurs because Rosie does not understand the
Japanese her mother uses. 6
For Rosie, "it was so much easier to say yes, yes, even when
one meant no, no" (8). Mrs. Hayashi attempts to explain
haiku, but Rosie only feigns interest instead: "'Yes, yes, I
understand. How utterly lovely,' Rosie said, and her
mother, either satisfied or seeing through the deception and
resigned, went back to composing" (8). Mrs. Hayashi is
aware of her daughter's insincerity and childish desires.
For pleasure, Rosie prefers to read a humorous haiku and
giggle or to tryon a friend's coat.
Jesus' kiss introduces Rosie to the passions of the
adult world. Rosie's interests change: she anticipates
encounters with Jesus or peers through knotholes to watch
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him work. However, Rosie still does not fUlly comprehend
the world around her. After realizing the actuality of her
father's destructive actions, Rosie sprints to the house and
locates her mother "at the back window watching the dying
fire," watching her opportunity to escape the confines of
the woman's traditional role slowly fade away (18). In a
calm tone, Mrs. Hayashi details her former life in Japan and
her reasons for marriage. Rosie's first reaction to the
story of her mother's love affair, the baby's premature
birth, and the picture bride marriage depicts her customary
immaturity: "'I had a brother then? ... A half-brother?'"
(19).7 Similar to her behavior in the bath after Jesus'
kiss, Rosie prefers to maintain her thoughts on a simple
child's level, and not dwell on the narrative's deeper
significance. However, Mrs. Hayashi does not intend to let
her daughter make a similar mistake: "'Rosie . Promise
me you will never marry! '" (19). For Rosie, the request
immediately generates a romantic response: "There returned
sweetly the memory of Jesus' hand, how it had touched her
and where" (19). Her mother pursues an affirmative answer,
and Rosie once again quickly attempts to mollify her
mother's pleas with her "familiar glib agreement": "'Yes,
yes, I promise'" (19). Mrs. Hayashi pities her daughter's
ignorance and innocence: "'Oh, you, you, you, her eyes and
twisted mouth said, you fool'" (19).
In the end, Rosie cries, but her tears are produced
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more by the conflict between her mother's warning, her
discovery of her sexuality and and the poignancy of her
mother's frustration than by her understanding of the adult
world. For Mrs. Hayashi, life, like a haiku, has certain
lined boundaries which can not be crossed. In her secret
meeting with Jesus and in her private aspirations, Rosie
exhibits many of the same defiant traits her mother
displayed in both her present and past. Although Rosie
inherits her mother's knowledge and independent nature, the
story's conclusion leaves the reader skeptical of Rosie's
actual comprehension of the more mature world of her
parents. Like Jesus' kiss, her mother's advice appears to
be nothing more then another step in Rosie's initiation into
the realities of the adult world.
Like "Seventeen Syllables," "Yoneko's Earthquake"
reveals the experience of an Issei woman on an isolated farm
and the troubling legacy she hands down to her daughter. 8
In "Yoneko's Earthquake," Yamamoto depicts Yoneko Hososume's
ordeals on her parents' farm. Like Rosie, Yoneko is an
adolescent Nisei oblivious to the reality surrounding her.
In her innocence and ignorance, Yoneko never perceives her
mother's affair with Marpo, a subplot buried so thoroughly
that the reader must probe deeper into Yoneko's observations
to fully comprehend the Hososumes' troubled marital
relationship. Yamamoto informs the readers of her primary
character's limited perspective:
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Marpo's versatility was not revealed ... in a lump.
Yoneko uncovered it fragment by fragment every day, by
dint of unabashed questions, explorations among his
possessions, and even silent observation, although this
last was rare. (49)
Yoneko learns only through explorations and questions; she
can not understand at once what exists beneath surface
appearances.
In this question and answer manner, Marpo enlightens
Yoneko in the basics of God and religion, and she "never
question[s] the truth" (49). However, an earthquake on
March 10, 1933 shatters her firm belief in God. Yoneko
pleads with God to stop the aftershocks: "She entreated God,
flattered Him, wheedled Him, commanded Him, but He did not
listen to her at all--inexorably the earth went on rumbling"
(51). After her prayers remain unanswered, Yoneko
"suspect[s] that God was either powerless, callous,
downright cruel, or' nonexistent," and says to Marpo: "'Ha, .
. . you and your God'" (51). Though she is only ten years
old, Yoneko dismisses God's existence and becomes a "free-
thinker" (46).
After the earthquake and his traumatic accident,
Yoneko's father remains indoors and cramps Yoneko's style:
"On some days, she was very much annoyed with her father"
(52). When her mother gives her a gold ring and tells her
to lie to her father about its origin, Yoneko quickly
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assents, "delighted both by the unexpected gift and the
chance to have some secret revenge on .her father" (52). In
her ignorance, Yoneko fails to see the ring's actual
meaning, a symbol of Marpo and her mother's secret love
affair.
By assuming Mr. Hososume's responsibilities, Marpo
replaces him as the patriarchal family figure and Mrs.
Hososume attains inner strength to confront her feeble
husband. After she yells at her husband during an argument,
Yoneko's mother is slapped "smartly on the face" (53). Like
Mrs. Hayashi, Mrs. Hososume disrupts the traditional
constraints of her marital role, and her husband must
violently reclaim his authority. Eventually, Yoneko's
father learns of the affair and promptly fires Marpo. He
then takes his pregnant wife to a nearby Japanese hospital
for an abortion. However, Yoneko still remains oblivious to
her mother's affair and pregnancy, questioning, but never
really understanding Marpo's sudden departure or the strange
trip to the hospital.
After her brother Seigo's death, Yoneko like Rosie
avoids contemplating the deeper meaning of her surrounding
world: "Whenever the thought of Seigo crossed her mind, she
instantly began composing a new song, and this worked very
well" (56). Like Rosie, Yoneko exhibits signs of her
defiance of the patriarchal structure in her "secret
revenge" against her father. Yoneko's mother attempts to
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share her personal experience with her daughter: "'Never
kill a person, Yoneko, because if you do, God will take from
you someone you love'" (56). Yoneko quickly responds: "'Oh,
that, ... I don't believe in that, I don't believe in
God'" (56). Like Rosie, in her innocence, Yoneko does not
comprehend the world outside of herself, and neglects to
grasp the deeper significance of her mother's words. Once
again, the Issei mother fails to communicate with her Nisei
daughter. Yoneko welcomes her mother's advice, yet,
ironically, it is only because she "believed her mother was
going to ask about the ring" which she had already lost
(56) .
Written in Yamamoto's second period, "Las Vegas
Charley" serves as an appropriate bridge between her first
and third periods. Though the story encompasses several
decades and extends beyond a small slice of adolescent life,
it provides a transition for Yamamoto's writing style and
approach to her SUbject matter. Yamamoto abandons the
buried plot for a direct story line. Possessing a certain
self-awareness, the characters accurately perceive the world
around them.
An Issei immigrant farmer, Kazuyuki Matsumoto recreates
his former Japanese lifestyle at his California farm. Like
Mr. Hayashi, Kazuyuki marries a picture bride, and together
they vigorously work to make their farm prosperous. At New
Year's, they celebrate in typical Japanese fashion with
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traditional Japanese food and ceremony. They have two boys
and give them Japanese names, Isamu and Noriyuki. However,
Kazuyuki's wife dies during childbirth, and the American
dream begins to unravel.
Unable to provide his children a proper home, Kazuyuki
sends them to his mother in Japan. Through his diligent
work ethic, Kazuyuki saves most of his salary and mails a
large portion of it to Japan, "where . . . his mother and
father . . . build a larger house and otherwise raise their
standard of living as well as their prestige in the sector"
(77). For several years, Kazuyuki adheres to his truly
"self-sacrificing ways" and his friends view him "as an
exceptional fellow" (77).
But, gradually, Kazuyuki becomes involved with flower
cards, and the money orders to Japan slowly begin to
subside. After his father's death, Kazuyuki quickly reforms
to his former diligent ways, and in a few years time he
saves enough money to send for his boys. However, they
detest their lives as farmers: "They had expected wondrous
things of America, not this drudgery, this poverty" (78).
Frustrated at "being looked down upon . . . as Kibei
[Issei]," each son slowly becomes more involved in American
culture.
When the war begins, Kazuyuki and his sons are sent to
a Japanese detention camp. While there, the Issei parent
loses both of his Nisei children, Isamu to an early death in
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the American army and Noriyuki to a Nisei girl from their
Arizona camp. After the war, Yamamoto's setting changes
from the rural to the large metropolitan centers. Kazuyuki
migrates to Las Vegas for work and becomes Charley, a
struggling American worker. Charley soon lapses into
gambling, a vice that KazuYUki turns to time and time again:
Once a successful farmer, Charley turns to gambling in
his lonely hours after the death of his beloved wife.
Twice he tries to kick the habit, but renews his
addiction when the monotony of camp life and his
isolation in Las Vegas become unbearable. 9
Though he constantly offers sincere promises to reform,
Charley never fully improves himself.
Like Mrs. Hayashi and Mrs. Hososume, Noriyuki's wife
Alice challenges the patriarchal structure: she pleads with
Charley to mend his ways during his stay at her Los Angeles
home. However, she is not reprimanded for her actions.
Though Japanese, Alice represents the new Japanese-American
women: a Nisei, an American first name, English as her first
language, an urban residence and personal independence.
still, she manages to communicate with Charley who, though
ashamed, accepts responsibility for his actions. An Issei
father and his Nisei daughter-in-law easily arrive at a
mutual understanding. However, though he makes a monetary
pact with Alice, Charley once again succumbs to his gambling
compulsion.
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ultimately, Charley's self-destructive life style leads
to his death. After the doctor's observation, "at least he
[Charley] enjoyed himself while he was alive," Noriyuki
reflects on his father's life with mixed reaction:
And NoriYUki--who, without one sour word, had lived
through a succession of conflicting emotions about his
father--hate for rejecting him as a child; disgust and
exasperation over that weak moral fiber; embarrassment
when people asked what his father did for a living; and
finally, something akin to compassion, when he came to
understand that his father was not an evil man, but
only an inadequate one with the most shining
intentions, only one man among so many who lived from
day to day as best as they could, limited, restricted,
by the meager gifts Fate or God had doled out to them--
could not quite agree. (85)
Noriyuki exhibits his ability to perceive and comprehend his
father's world in depth. Yamamoto uses Noriyuki to depict
the transition of the Nisei children's awareness to the
world around them. Although Noriyuki's reflections occur
far beyond the adolescent years of Rosie and Yoneko, he
possesses many of the characteristics and abilities which
Yamamoto uses to depict the children in her later stories.
In "My Father Can Beat Muhammad Ali," Yamamoto offers a
brief glance at urban family life in the 1980's. Most
likely comprised of Nisei and Sansei, the Henry Kusumoto
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family is distinctly American. They have American first
names and live in the suburbs. Henry's two boys, Dirk and
Curt, feast on a dinner of Mexican rice and egg, and
indicate their disgust with Japanese food: "'What, the manju
Grandma brought? Yuck, no thanks! '" (106). Through the
generations, the Japanese-Americans further acclimate into
American society.
Unfortunately for Henry, he inherits the stereotypical
Japanese physical stature. without hesitation, Dirk and
Curt attack their father's athletic boasts as unfounded
exaggerations and challenge him to throw a makeshift javelin
the distance of their backyard. Naturally, Henry's attempt
falls short, and his wife Marge, unable to "stand another
second," tells her sons to stop their merciless mocking
(107) .
Though the story is brief, it illustrates Yamamoto's
new writing style, and the Japanese-Americans' modern
trends. Yamamoto's more recent adolescent stories involve
direct plots and independent people. Mrs. Kusumoto wields
her authority to prevent her children from embarrassing
their father any further. Unlike Mrs. Hayashi and Mrs.
Hososume, Marge appears content with' her role within her
marriage, one seemingly based on mutuality and
understanding. Unlike Rosie and Yoneko, Dirk and Curt do
not need to pursue their patriarchal attacks in secret.
Realizing their father's actual physical ability, they
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challenge him to prove his boasts to be true. By
understanding their father's limitations, Dirk and Curt
exhibit their ability to comprehend the world around them.
In "A Day in Little Tokyo," Yamamoto ventures back in
time to depict a young adolescent girl capable of
understanding the world around her. Chisato Kushida, almost
fourteen years old, lives on a Southern California farm.
Realizing that her family has been confined since the birth
of the baby in February, Mrs. Kushida suggests that her
husband and two children take a trip to the beach. Chisato
is ecstatic at the opportunity to escape the mundane routine
of the farm: "Chisato could already see the endless blue,
smell the salt air, hear the music of the merry-go-round,
and feel the warm sand between her toes and the chill tickle
of water around her ankles" (114). However, her father
wants to see the wrestlers "here from Japan for the big
tournament" (114). Chisato's mother, her only ally,
abandons her and agrees with her father. When the car turns
left toward Little Tokyo in Los Angeles, Chisato feels
betrayed.
Instead of conceding the day to her father, Chisato,
unafraid to voice her bitter feelings, protests and remains
alone in the car. Eventually, Chisato gets out of the car
and strolls down the streets of Little Tokyo, a distinctly
Japanese neighborhood in an American city. During her walk,
Chisato reflects on her previous visits to Little Tokyo.
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Her memories exhibit her ability to understand the realities
of the adult world: "For some reason she recalled the woman
standing in front of her who appeared to be about her
mother's age and who had startled her by speaking in fluent
English to her child (or whomever)" (116). Chisato
perceives the significance of speaking English in America,
and recognizes the difference between her parents and the
Japanese-Americans living in the city.
Feeling her name to be ugly, Chisato toys with the idea
of changing her name to a distinctly American name like
Gloria or Madge. Chisato is the typical Nisei child who so
desperately wants to be American. However, a pair of white
men who stop in front of her remind her of being Japanese.
Unlike Rosie's ignorance in her meeting with Jesus, Chisato
understands that the two men have stopped to talk to her
"because she was cute" (117). She further demonstrates her
strong insight in her observation of the shorter man's
missing leg: "Had he been in the World War?" (117). In
kindness, the two men give Chisato some small change to use
to enjoy herself. Chisato spends the money on a newspaper,
and passes the time alone singing songs to herself.
Eventually, Chisato feels kind of sick in her stomach,
"as though she had done something horribly wrong" (119).
Although "nothing seemed to sink in" when she was reading
the funnies in the newspaper, Chisato quickly perceives the
reason for her physical discomfort: "She shouldn't have
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taken the money from the two men, she thought--she was the
one who should have given them money, if she'd had any"
(119). By observing the two white American war veterans in
what is essentially a Japanese town, Chisato feels a certain
guilt for the injuries sustained in a war started by the
Japanese. After her father crashes the car on the way home
and concedes that they "'should have gone to the beach, '"
Rosie, instead of enjoying a "moment of triumph," still
feels that "strange sensation in her stomach" and realizes
its cause: "It was because she had taken the pennies from
the man with one leg" (121).
By personally assuming responsibility and guilt for the
War, Chisato manifests her comprehension of the deeper
implications of the adult world that Rosie and Yoneko never
fUlly perceive. Chisato provides the third person narrator
a thorough perspective of the people and places in the
story. By exchanging the buried plot for a more overt
scenario, Yamamoto depicts a child in touch with herself and
the world around her.
From one writing period to the next, Yamamoto changes
her style of writing and her approach to her sUbject matter.
Her alterations depict the assimilation of the Nisei into
American society. The Japanese husband and father evolves
from a dominating patriarchal force to a sensitive
individual who readily acknowledges and accepts his personal
weaknesses and mistakes. The Japanese wife and mother
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abandons her confines and restricted role to voice her
opinion and achieve equality in her marriage. And the
Japanese children mature from an ignorance of the world
outside themselves to an awareness of the larger world.
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End Notes
1. Issei refers to the first generation Japanese-American
immigrants. The Nisei, second generation, are their children, and
the Sansei, third generation, are their grandchildren.
2. King-Kok Cheung, Introduction to "Seventeen Syllables" and other
stories, by Hisaye Yamamoto, (Latham, New York: Kitchen Table:
Women of Color Press, Inc., 1988), xiv.
3. stan Yogi uses the term IIburied plots ll in reference to the
narrator's limited perspective of the secondary characters' actions
and motives. stan Yogi, IILegacies Revealed: Uncovering Buried
Plots in the stories of Hisaye Yamamoto," Studies In American
Fiction 17 (1989): 170.
4. Hisaye Yamamoto, "Seventeen Syllables" and other stories,
(Latham, New York: Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, Inc.,
1988), 14. Henceforth, citations from Yamamoto's stories will be
made in parentheses within the text.
5. This quote comes from Charles Crow's personal interview with
Hisaye Yamamoto: Charles L. Crow, "A MELUS Interview: Hisaye
Yamamoto,1I MELUS: The Journal of the Society for the study of the
Multi-Ethnic Literature of the united States 14 (1987): 80.
6. Yogi, "Legacies Revealed, II 171.
7. The term IIpicture bride ll refers to an arranged marriage between
a female Japanese mainlander and an male Japanese-American
immigrant by means of an exchange of photographs across the
Pacific. As Cheung indicates, many of the Japanese picture brides
ventured to America to meet their bridegrooms for the first time.
8. Yogi, IILegacies Revealed,1I 170. stan Yogi compares the buried
plots in "Seventeen Syllables" and IIYoneko' s Earthquake" for
structure and theme.
9. Cheung, Introduction to "Seventeen Syllables," xvii.
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